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Tell the students that we’re going to talk more about Miranda rights in a little while. But first, 
we’re going to tell a story. 

 
 

ACTIVITY 1: MR. TERRY’S STOP  
(Time Check: 12 minutes) 

 
Summary for Teachers: This exercise is a freeze-frame scene of the true story of the origins of 
a “Terry stop.” A teacher will read the story as the other teachers act it out. When the narrator 
says “Freeze,” the other teachers will freeze and the narrator will give an explanation to the class. 
A discussion of the particulars of a Terry stop follows. 
 
Æ Teaching Tip – If your class is particularly active you can invite them to act out the story 

through your directions.  But be careful, since this activity involves patting someone down, so in 
some instances this might be inappropriate.  You could also have a student play the officer and a 
teacher play Mr. Terry. 
 
Invite your acting volunteers to the front of the room.  
 
Tell the story1: 
     Æ Teaching Tip – Adding details to the story (e.g. what the cops are doing, where they are, 
what Mr. Terry is doing with his hands, how he looks, etc) will let the student volunteers act 
more (and make it more fun for them) and make the visual more interesting for the rest of the 
class. 
     Æ Teaching Tip – Consider adding in more “freeze” moments and more questions throughout 
the scene. 
  

x Mr. Terry was walking down the street, back and forth, over and over in front of a store. 
x A police officer watched Mr. Terry and suspected that he was casing the store for a 

robbery. 
x The officer wanted to do some investigating and to ask Mr. Terry some questions. 

 
x FREEZE! 

o Ask the class: Do you think the officer could ask Mr. Terry questions now?  
Would Mr. Terry have to answer?  Could the police search Mr. Terry? 

 
x The officer approached Mr. Terry to investigate, but was afraid that Mr. Terry might have 

a gun. 
 
x FREEZE! 

o Ask the class: Knowing that the police were worried Mr. Terry might have a gun, 
do you think they could search him?  Should they search him? 

 
x The officer patted Mr. Terry down. When he did, he found a gun. 

                                                 
1 These facts are a simplified version of those in Terry v. Ohio, 392 U.S. 1 (1968). 


